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It could not be a happier occasion than this for Spiritual Satanists in France, that we now not only have the Joy of Satan translated in French, but also the Forum for French SS has been opened as a result.

Trusted SS people and translators can become moderators on the forum.

There is also always a lack of words to express gratitude and admiration towards the hard work done by translators who are giving the ability to millions to partake in the Truth and be blessed as they themselves have been. This is a very beautiful day for France and the French speaking people of the planet, which are in the hundreds of millions.

To our awesome French SS who have started the fire of freedom in France, Toutes nos félicitations, Satan’s Team!!!

Ara, Shiva_SS, Francis, Masterj810610, but also others from the past like DragonBleu, we thank you for this.

Link to the Forum

viewforum.php?f=33

We must still write and translate the forum rules and appoint the moderators. Also, linking the Forum should be done on the original Joy of Satan French page.
The Joy of Satan French Main Site

http://joyofsatan.fr/

Below are the Links to the Joy of Satan French Sites:

The Black Sun:
https://joyofsatan.fr/satanslibrary.org/666BlackSun/BlackSunMain.html

The Third Reich and Satanism:
https://joyofsatan.fr/satanslibrary.org/666BlackSun/Third_Reich.html

The Real Holocaust:
https://joyofsatan.fr/satanslibrary.org/666BlackSun/Real_Holocaust.html

Exposing Christianity:
https://joyofsatan.fr/satanslibrary.org/ExposingChristianity/EXPOSING_CHRI
ANITY_MAIN.html

Kabbalah Exposed: https://lakabbaleexposee.blogspot.com/
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